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Photodetachment in a strong laser field: An experimental test of Keldysh-like theories
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We investigate the photodetachment process in the negative fluorine ion in a strong linearly polarized laser
field. Angle-resolved momentum distributions of photoelectrons are measured with the use of an imaging
technique for a wide range of laser frequencies and peak intensities. The nonmonotonic structure recorded in
photoelectron spectra is interpreted in terms of the quantum interference effect predicted by a Keldysh-like
theory. In particular, the dependence of the interference term on the laser parameters is used to explain the
origin of the observed spectral features. Our results unambiguously show that the length gauge is the proper
one to use in the frame of the strong-field approximation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Atomic ionization in a strong laser field has received great
attention during the last decades. A major step in the experimental study of this process came with the development of
short-pulse lasers that can generate electromagnetic radiation
of high peak intensity. The advancement in laser technology
brought the unique chance not only to measure the total ionization yield, but also study the kinetic energy and angular
distributions of the emitted electrons. Such experiments have
already been reported in numerous publications 关1兴. Application of a short laser pulse of subpicosecond duration is crucial here in order to avoid distortions of electron distributions
caused by the ponderomotive acceleration of photoelectrons
from the laser focus 关2兴.
Angle-resolved photoelectron spectra carry rich information necessary to reveal the mechanisms that govern the ionization process. In particular, in a linearly polarized laser
field the rescattering mechanism is found to contribute to the
emission of hot electrons with kinetic energies beyond the
classical cutoff value of 2U p 关3,4兴, where U p represents the
ponderomotive energy of a free electron in the field. According to the rescattering model, the ejected electron is turned
back to the residual core under the action of the external
field, where it scatters elastically on the core potential and,
eventually, leaves the atomic system. Electrons emitted in
such a stepwise process are shown to compose a characteristic plateau in the angle-resolved energy spectrum, which
extends over the energy range between 2U p and 10U p and is
localized at small angles with respect to the laser polarization
axis 关5兴. Thus, measurements of photoelectron distributions
turned out to be crucial in the experimental identification of
the rescattering effect.
Another fundamental effect that manifests itself in photoelectron spectra consists in the quantum interference of electron paths in the final continuum state. This effect can be
understood in terms of the saddle-point analysis of the transition amplitude presented in Refs. 关6兴 and 关7兴 for the direct
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process of ionization and for the process that involves rescattering, respectively. The analysis reveals that within one
field oscillation period the transition to the final state with a
drift momentum p takes place preferentially at specific moments determined by the given vector p. For a linearly polarized laser field, there are two such distinct instants contributing to direct electron emission, while the rescattering
process comprises several of them. Each such instant represents an origin of the electron path in the continuum and can
be associated with a trajectory followed by the electron on its
way out from the atomic core. The motion along different
paths is coherent, which gives rise to the interference effect.
The interference results in a nonmonotonic spectrum of photoelectrons. This effect has already been observed in our experiments on photodetachment of negative ions 关8兴. Its manifestation in electron spectra produced by the process of
ionization with rescattering was reported in Refs. 关9,10兴. Below we discuss the interference effect in greater detail and in
connection with our new experimental results. One task of
the present work is to show the dependence of this effect on
laser field parameters such as the frequency and the field
strength.
Among numerous nonperturbative approaches to the
problem of strong-field ionization, the Keldysh theory 关11兴
received the greatest response. This theory has been under
discussion during the last 40 years, and many authors have
contributed to it 关12–14兴. The analytical character of this
approach makes it rather practical for the identification of
fundamental effects. In fact, the quantum interference effect
introduced above is predicted by Keldysh-like theories 共see
Refs. 关6兴 and 关7兴 cited above兲. The Keldysh approach uses an
approximation, also known as the strong-field approximation, where the core potential is neglected in the description
of the continuum spectrum and the final electron state is
represented by the Volkov wave function 关15兴. This assumption is justified when the core potential is of short range.
Therefore, the Keldysh theory is well suited for negative
ions, where the outer electron is bound by polarization forces
and the long-range Coulomb potential is absent. This matter
was already demonstrated in our previous experiments
关8,16兴.
Because the Keldysh theory uses the strong-field approximation, its predictions are not independent of the gauge chosen to describe the electron interaction with the external
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field. The gauge problem has been under discussion for a
long time. Both the length and the velocity gauges have been
used. For a circularly polarized field, the velocity gauge simplifies the calculation routine 关14兴. However, our recent experimental results are in favor of the length gauge 关17兴. Its
validity follows also from the fact that in this gauge only are
predictions consistent with the Wigner threshold law 关18兴 in
the limit of the small kinetic energies of photoelectrons
关19,20兴. For linear polarization, a few theoretical considerations also showed that the length gauge is the proper one. In
particular, this was demonstrated in the frame of the quasistationary quasienergy state approach 关21兴 and in the comparison of predictions by the strong-field approximation with a
numerical solution of the time-dependent Schrödinger equation 关22兴. In the present work we prove the applicability of
the length gauge experimentally.
II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

In our experiment we investigate the process of electron
photodetachment of the F− ion exposed to a strong laser field
of linear polarization. The experimental apparatus has been
described before 关19兴. It consists of three differentially
pumped vacuum sections. In the first section negative fluorine ions are extracted from a hollow cathode glow discharge
created in a gas mixture of CF4 and krypton. The ions are
accelerated to a kinetic energy of 3 kV and mass selected in
a Wien filter. The second section serves basically for the
differential pumping. It contains some standard beam optics,
such as an electrostatic lens and deflection plates, needed to
optimize the passage of the ion beam through this section. In
the third section the beam is bent by 90° in a quadrupole
deflector in order to clean it from neutrals formed by collisional detachment with the residual gas molecules in the first
and second sections. The beam is finally focused to a waist
of 0.4 mm size in ultrahigh vacuum where it intersects the
laser beam. Differential pumping allows us to maintain the
interaction chamber at 4 ⫻ 10−10 mbar during the experiment.
A typical ion current of F− is 100 nA, as measured with a
Faraday cup after the interaction region. Under these conditions the density of negative ions at the beam waist is approximately one order of magnitude higher than the density
of the residual gas.
Linearly polarized infrared laser pulses are generated in
an optical parametric amplifier 共OPA兲 pumped with a modelocked Ti:sapphire laser system at a 1-kHz repetition rate. A
typical pulse energy delivered to the interaction chamber is
of the order of 100 J. The laser beam is focused with a
15-cm-focal-length lens into the interaction region and
crosses the ion beam at 90°. A typical focus size of 50 m
关full width at half maximum 共FWHM兲兴 with a Rayleigh
range of 2.5 mm and a typical pulse length of 100 fs
共FWHM兲 are measured with the use of our homebuilt tools
for beam diagnostic. With these parameters the peak intensity in the interaction region is of the order of 1013 W / cm2.
Note that the Rayleigh length is much larger than the spot
size of the focused ion beam, while the latter is much larger
than the focus size of the laser beam. This intersection geometry of two beams is taken into account below in simulations of experimental spectra.
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FIG. 1. Schematic view of the electron imaging spectrometer.
Details are given in the text.

Electrons emitted in the process of photodetachment are
detected with the use of an electron imaging spectrometer
共EIS兲. The imaging technique allows us to record photoelectron distributions resolved simultaneously on both the angular and momentum scales. The EIS design is shown in Fig. 1.
A set of electrodes creates an electrostatic field that accelerates the photoelectrons produced in the laser focus and
projects them onto a position-sensitive detector. The detector
consists of a pair of multichannel plates 共MCPs兲 with a phosphor screen mounted behind. An electron arriving at the detector gives rise to a pulse of light on the phosphor screen at
the impact position. A charge-coupled-device 共CCD兲 camera
records all light pulses during its exposure time, and a frame
grabber stores their position coordinates in computer
memory. Ideally, all electrons emitted with the same momentum vector should be projected onto the same point on the
detector. A detailed discussion of the reduction of image distortions caused by the finite extension of the interaction region, the motion of the target ions, and the finite projection
time is given in our earlier publication 关19兴. As in previous
experiments, we reduce the image distortions by using hard
projection in the velocity mapping regime 关23兴.
A significant reduction of the electron background due to
collisional detachment with residual gas molecules is
achieved by gating the detector gain synchronously with the
laser pulses for a time interval of 20 ns. This interval is long
enough for emitted electrons to reach the detector. Another
considerable improvement of the signal-to-noise ratio is
achieved by breaking the signal and background acquisition
in alternating sequences of 30 s duration, while subtracting
background images from signal images.
The image processing involves a conventional Abel inversion routine based on the so-called “onion peeling” algorithm 关24兴. The strength of this algorithm consists in its parsimonious use of a priori knowledge about the physical
process under investigation. In fact, the only assumption
made by the algorithm in our case is the axial symmetry of
the photodetachment process in a linearly polarized field.
The routine requires the symmetry axis of the process to be
parallel to the detector plane and the projection of an electron distribution onto the detector to be orthogonal 共hard
projection兲. The first requirement is fulfilled by turning the
laser polarization direction parallel to the detector plane and
the second requirement by the design of the EIS. The in-
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verted image represents the angle-resolved momentum distribution of photoelectrons.
In order to investigate the sensitivity of the onion peeling
algorithm to projection errors due to remaining image distortions in the spectrometer and to the statistical noise of raw
images, we apply a Monte Carlo method to simulate a set of
3 ⫻ 106 electron trajectories with initial momenta randomly
distributed according to theoretical electron distributions presented below. In these simulations we use the ion modeling
software SIMION 关25兴 to project electrons from the interaction
region onto the detector plane while taking into account all
details of the real EIS’s geometry and the electrode potentials
used in experiment, as well as the transversal velocity component of electrons due to the motion of the target negative
ions. The simulated image is, in turn, inverted using the onion peeling algorithm. Except for a typical noise concentrated at the symmetry axis of the inverted image, no notable
discrepancies are found between the reconstructed and initial
electron distributions.
After the replacement of old MCPs we recalibrated our
EIS following the procedure described in 关16兴. As was done
before, we recorded the photoelectron spectra produced by
one-photon detachment of H− at different wavelengths. The
laser intensities were kept low in order to avoid ponderomotive broadening of the energy peaks. We found the momentum scale of the detector to be linear with a velocity calibration coefficient of 0.9999⫻ 106 cm/ s per pixel of the CCD
camera. This value is very close to the old one. In addition,
we used SIMION to confirm that the linearity of the scale
extends to higher energies, up to 30 eV, which are not accessible by one-photon detachment in our setup. Kinetic energies of photoelectrons produced in the present experiment
lie within this range. The detector response to a singleelectron event is well described by a Gaussian function with
a FWHM of 7 pixels.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Experimental data

As formulated in the introductory section, one goal of the
present work is to investigate the dependence of the quantum
interference effect on the laser field parameters, such as the
frequency  and the peak intensity I0. Since both parameters
influence the character of the interference pattern, a systematic procedure suggests to keep one parameter fixed while
varying the other. Practically, because the temporal and spatial shape of the laser pulse depends on the wavelength and
optics alignment, it is easier to keep the wavelength constant
and vary the peak intensity by attenuating the beam with the
use of, e.g., thin neutral density filters. As an example, Fig. 2
shows the dependence of the photoelectron spectrum on the
peak intensity at a wavelength of 1400 nm. At this wavelength at least four photons are needed to overcome the detachment threshold of F−. Measurements are presented
for the three intensity values of 7.7⫻ 1012 W / cm2,
1.7⫻ 1013 W / cm2, and 3.2⫻ 1013 W / cm2, respectively.
Each spectrum involves contributions from many excess
photon detachment channels, which are not resolved due to

ponderomotive broadening and partially due to the finite detector resolution.
The shown spectra reveal a nonmonotonic distribution
over the energy and angular coordinates. In particular, apart
from a maximum at lower kinetic energies each spectrum
possesses a prominent second maximum on the laser polarization axis at higher energies. The second maximum is embraced by sidelobes, and the shape of each spectrum possesses a saddle between the two maxima. With the increase
of the peak intensity, the positions of the saddle and of the
second maximum move to higher kinetic energies while this
structure becomes narrower on the angular scale.
B. Theoretical aspects

As we reported earlier 关8,26兴, the nonmonotonic structure
in photoelectron distributions represents a manifestation of
the quantum interference effect. In order to discuss this effect
in detail, we appeal here to the Keldysh-like theory by Gribakin and Kuchiev 关6兴. According to this theory, the adiabatic
electron transition to the final state with a drift momentum
vector p preferentially takes place when the condition

冉

1
F
p + sin t
2


冊

2

= E0

共1兲

is satisfied 共atomic units, e = m = ប = 1, are used throughout兲.
Here E0 = −2 / 2 is the energy of the initial bound state, F is
the amplitude of the external electric field, F共t兲 = F cos t,
and the term on the left-hand side of the equation represents
the electron kinetic energy attributed to a superposition of
the drift and the quiver motion. In the following we assume
that the field polarization axis is parallel to the z axis of
Cartesian coordinates.
Equation 共1兲 has a fundamental meaning: it reflects the
adiabatic character of the transition, where the energy of the
final state matches the energy of the initial state at the transition instant. Apparently, one should search for solutions of
Eq. 共1兲 in the plane of complex time t. It has two pairs of
complex conjugate roots in the interval 0 艋 Re共t兲 ⬍ 2. According to the general theory of adiabatic transitions 关27兴, the
two roots that lie in the upper half-plane of complex t have
physical meaning and should be taken into account. Due to
the fact that the transition takes place at two different instants
of time within an oscillation period of the external field, the
process of photodetachment acquires an interference character.
In the theory by Gribakin and Kuchiev, Eq. 共1兲 appears as
a saddle-point condition when evaluating the n-photon transition amplitude with the method of steepest descents 关6兴:
Apn =

1
T

冕冋
T

0

E0 −

册

共p + kt兲2
⌽0共p + kt兲eiS共t兲dt,
2

共2兲

where T is the oscillation period of the laser field, ⌽0共q兲
is the Fourier transform of the initial wave function ⌿0共r兲,
kt = 共F / 兲sin t is the momentum of the quiver motion, and
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FIG. 2. Angle-resolved momentum distributions of photoelectrons produced by photodetachment of F− in a laser field of
1400 nm wavelength. Results are
obtained for the three given values
of the peak intensity I p. Experimental data are presented on the
left-hand side. Spectra simulated
with the use of the Keldysh-like
theory 关6兴 are shown on the righthand side.
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represents the coordinate-independent part of the classical
action. The method of steepest descents is applicable here
because S共t兲 ⬃ 2n and the integrand of Eq. 共2兲 contains a
rapidly oscillating exponent when the number of absorbed
photons is large, n Ⰷ 1.
The explicit form of the action 共3兲 is
S共兲 = n −  cos  −

z
sin 2 ,
2

crossing point T / 4 or 3T / 4 should be chosen when the emission is considered towards the positive or negative z direction, respectively 共see Fig. 3 for a schematic illustration兲.
Taking this result into account, one can easily derive that the
action S evaluated at the two saddle points has the following
properties:

共4兲

where  = t,  = F · p / 2, z = U p / , and U p = F2 / 共42兲 is the
ponderomotive energy in a linearly polarized laser field.
Analyzing the saddle-point condition S⬘ = 0, one can find that
two roots of this equation that lie in the upper half-plane of
complex t have the same imaginary part value, Im共t1兲
= Im共t2兲, while their real parts lie symmetrically with respect
to the point where the field amplitude crosses zero. The

FIG. 3. Emission towards the positive z direction is represented
by two saddle points with their real parts tr1 and tr2, respectively.
They lie symmetrically with respect to the point T / 4 where the field
amplitude F共t兲 = F cos共t兲 crosses zero.
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Re共St1兲 = n − Re共St2兲,

Im共St1兲 = Im共St2兲,

共5兲

where S⬙ denotes the second derivative of the action. Then,
the n-photon differential detachment rate, defined by a
squared sum of two saddle-point contributions to the transition amplitude 共2兲, can be represented as

3
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where a = Im共St1兲, b = St1 − St2, ␤ = arg共St⬙ 兲, P兩m兩
ᐉ is the Leg1
endre polynomial, 共ᐉ , m兲 are the angular momentum quantum numbers of the electron in the initial state,  is the emission angle with respect to the polarization axis, and
p = 共2n − 2U p + 2E0兲1/2 is the photoelectron momentum determined by the energy conservation. In the derivation of
Eq. 共6兲 we used the results of Ref. 关6兴. In particular, the sign
term 共−1兲ᐉ+m in front of the cosine function results from
evaluation of the Fourier transform of the initial-state wave
function represented by its asymptotic form
⌿A
0 共r兲 = C

e

−r

r

Y ᐉm共r̂兲,

共7兲

where C = 0.7 is a normalization coefficient. An explicit expression for the saddle points can also be found in Ref. 关6兴.
C. Interference effect

The term in square brackets in Eq. 共6兲 represents the interference term. As a function of p and , it varies rapidly
between 0 and 2. The rest of Eq. 共6兲 represents a smoothly
varying function of p and , and we can consider it as an
amplitude factor in front of the interference term. The amplitude factor describes a single saddle-point contribution to the
photodetachment rate and is the same for both saddle points.
As an illustration, Fig. 4 shows the contribution of the 11photon detachment channel to the spectrum obtained at the
3.2⫻ 1013 W / cm2 peak intensity 共the bottom spectrum in
Fig. 2兲. The top part of Fig. 4 represents results of simulations where only one saddle point is considered. The shape
of this spectrum is rather smooth. It becomes strongly modulated when the interference term is taken into account 共see
the bottom part of the figure兲. We should notice here that the
continuity of spectra along the momentum coordinate is due
to the ponderomotive shift and is caused by the intensity
distribution in the laser focus. More details on the simulation
routine will be given below.
In Fig. 5 we plot the amplitude and interference terms
separately for a large number of channels above the detachment threshold. For the sake of illustration, the intensity distribution in this simulation is restricted to the range between
the peak value of 3.2⫻ 1013 W / cm2 and the value of 2.72
⫻ 1013 W / cm2. Within this range the change in the ponderomotive shift is limited to one-photon energy, so that neigh-

3
2
1

FIG. 4. Contribution of the 11-photon detachment channel to the
spectrum shown at the bottom of Fig. 2 for the 3.2⫻ 1013 W / cm2
peak intensity. The upper spectrum is simulated by taking a single
saddle point into account. Simulations with two saddle points 共the
lower spectrum兲 reveal modulations due to the interference effect.

boring channels do not overlap and can be well distinguished
in the figure. For the same purpose, we consider only photodetachment from the m = 0 component of the initial state of
F− and disregard the fine structure splitting of the ground
state of the residual atom. The top part of Fig. 5 shows the
amplitude term. Here small jumps appear at momenta where
two adjacent channels join each other. At such momenta
electrons are detached in an n-photon channel at the lowest
intensity or in an 共n + 1兲-photon channel at the highest intensity of the given range, respectively. Disregarding these
small jumps, one can consider that the amplitude factor represents a monotonic function of p, , and n. In contrast, the
interference term varies rather rapidly between 0 and 2 共see
the bottom part of Fig. 5兲. It is interesting to note that variations along the momentum coordinate are more frequent at
emission angles close to 90° with respect to the laser polarization axis. Here, from channel to channel, the interference
term changes from its maximum to minimum and vice versa.
Such a behavior of photodetachment channels has already
been pointed out in 关6兴 and explained on the basis of symmetry properties of the transition amplitude. At small emission angles, maxima and minima of channels compose a pattern of concave lines. Several channels need to be involved
to reproduce a fragment of this pattern. The pattern is intensity dependent: simulations at lower intensities 共not presented here兲 show that the lines move towards the origin of
the momentum scale and disappear when they approach zero.
Namely, with the decrease of intensity the number of lines is
less and their shape is also slightly modified. Therefore, in
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r1,2 describe the electron position at two transition moments
defined by the saddle points t1 and t2, respectively. Thus, in
the limit of small momenta the process of photodetachment
can be represented in terms of the double-slit interference.
Following this discussion, we note that the difference in the
action calculated at two saddle points can be represented as

3
2
1

S t2 − S t1 =

Angle (degrees)

270

2

180

90

1

0

-90

0
0

0.4

0.8

El. momentum (a.u.)

1.2

FIG. 5. The simulated amplitude 共top兲 and interference 共bottom兲
terms plotted for a large number of photodetachment channels and
for a restricted range of intensities 共given in the text兲. The channel
of lowest order of nonlinearity is the ten-photon channel.

the experimental data the interference pattern shown in the
simulation presented in Fig. 5 is, to a great extent, washed
out due to the intensity distribution in the laser focus. Nevertheless, one can recognize that it is the concave structure in
the interference term that gives rise to sidelobes present in
the measured spectra. And it is the island apparent at small
emission angles in the range of higher electron momenta
共p ⬎ 0.8 a.u.兲 that is responsible for the prominent second
maximum at higher kinetic energies in the experimental data
共see Fig. 2兲. Thus, the present discussion clearly demonstrates that the nonmonotonic structure in the experimentally
measured spectra is caused by the interference effect.
Let us consider the interference term in Eq. 共6兲 in greater
detail. As was discussed in Refs. 关6,28兴, in the limit of small
photoelectron momenta the interference effect can be described by a geometrical phase difference between two de
Broglie waves, emitted at the angle  from two point sources
at coordinates
r1,2 = ±

F
冑1 + ␥2 ,
2

冉

冊

1
p2
− E0 ⌬t + p · ⌬r +
2
2

r2

k · dr,

共8兲

r1

where ⌬t = t2 − t1 ⬅ Re共t2兲 − Re共t1兲, k is the quiver motion momentum introduced in Eq. 共2兲, ⌬r = r2 − r1, and r1,2 =
−共F / 2兲cos t1,2 is the electron coordinate at transition moments t1 and t2, respectively. The middle term on the righthand side of Eq. 共8兲 represents the geometrical phase difference between two de Broglie waves discussed above. There
are, however, additional terms that determine the interference
character. In particular, the first term takes into account the
phase shift of the initial and final states in the time interval
⌬t between the two transition moments. Apart from that, the
third term describes the phase shift due to the source transformation from the coordinate r1 to coordinate r2. In the
limit of small electron momenta p, the sum of the first and
third terms is equal to n. It results in the additional sign
factor 共−1兲n in front of the cosine function in Eq. 共6兲, while
the interference effect acquires the character of double-slit
interference. Strictly speaking, this discussion is valid when
the term ␤ = arg共St⬙ 兲 can be neglected in Eq. 共6兲. A simple
1
analysis shows that ␤ is negligible if one of the conditions
共p2 / 2兲cos2  Ⰶ n or 关n − 共p2 / 2兲cos2 兴 / n Ⰶ 1 is satisfied.
In particular, these conditions describe the limit of small momenta p, the case of electron emission in the direction perpendicular to the laser polarization, or the emission along the
polarization axis with a high electron momentum.
D. Comparison of theory and experiment

In order to compare theory with experiment, two experimental circumstances need to be taken into account in simulations of photoelectron spectra. One of those, the spatial and
temporal intensity distribution in the laser focus, has been
already discussed above. It results in the ponderomotive energy broadening of detachment channels, and it leads to a
washing out of the interference pattern. Another circumstance consists in the saturation of the photodetachment
process—that is, the depletion of the primary negative ions
during interaction with the laser pulse.
Since the Rayleigh range of the laser focus is much
greater than the spot size of the focused ion beam, we can
disregard the intensity variation along the propagation direction of the laser beam. Then, the spatiotemporal intensity
distribution is described as a product of two Gaussian functions:

冉 冊 冉 冊

I共,t兲 = I p exp −

where ␥ =  / F is the Keldysh parameter of adiabaticity. The
point sources lie symmetrically with respect to the core and
are aligned along the polarization axis. It reflects the fact that
in a linearly polarized field the electron release can take
place equally at either side from the core. The coordinates

冕

2
t2
exp
−
,
2
2t

共9兲

where I p is the peak intensity,  is the radial coordinate in the
plane perpendicular to the laser propagation direction, and
the parameters t and  are obtained from the laser beam
diagnostic.
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For a given radial coordinate  and time t the n-photon
yield of photoelectrons per unit time and unit volume of
interaction is defined by the product of the detachment rate
and the population of negative ions in the ground state. Since
the valence electron in F− has orbital momentum ᐉ = 1, the
detachment rate should be summed over contributions from
the initial-state components with m = 0 , ± 1. In the simulations we also perform the statistical averaging of channels
associated with the two different spin-orbit sublevels of the
0
0
and 2 P3/2
, respectively. These chanfinal atomic state, 2 P1/2
nels are characterized by different binding energies 兩E0兩. The
0
binding energy of 3.401 189 eV assigned to the lower 2 P3/2
parent sublevel and the fine-structure splitting energy of
50.1 meV are taken from Ref. 关29兴. Thus, the averaged detachment rate is
+1

2j + 1 dw共m,j兲
d
n
Wn„,I共,t兲… = 兺 兺
,
2L
+
1
d⍀
d⍀
m=−1 j

共10兲

where j = 21 , 23 are the two possible values of the total angular
momentum of the residual atom, L = 1 is its total orbital momentum, and dw共m,j兲
/ d⍀ is the differential rate 共6兲 calculated
n
for a channel with given m and j. For the n-photon detachment yield per unit time and unit volume we have
y n共, ,t兲 = g共,t兲

d
Wn„,I共,t兲….
d⍀

共11兲

Taking depletion into account, the ground-state population is

再

g共,t兲 = g0 exp − 兺
n

冕

冎

t

d Wn„I共, 兲… ,

−⬁

共12兲

where g0 is the initial density of negative ions and Wn is the
n-photon detachment rate integrated over the solid angle. A
simulated photoelectron distribution over the momentum and
angular coordinates is obtained by integrating Eq. 共11兲 over
the radius  and time t, and adding together contributions
from different n-photon channels:
dN
d⍀

共p, 兲 ⬀ 兺
n

冕 冕
⬁

d 

0

冉

⫻ ␦ n −

⬁

−⬁

E. Wavelength dependence of the interference pattern

Numerous photoelectron spectra of F− have been measured at different laser wavelengths in the range between
1200 nm and 1800 nm. The agreement between experimental results and predictions in the length gauge is found to be
very good for each measurement. In these separate experiments, the laser output, the focus size, and the pulse width
were dependent on the wavelength and the optics alignment
and varied significantly from measurement to measurement.
This prevented us from keeping the peak intensity in the
interaction region at a constant level while tuning the wavelength. Therefore, for the sake of systematic presentation of
the data, we show in Fig. 6 simulated spectra obtained at the
given peak intensity value of 1.7⫻ 1013 W / cm2. The spectra
are calculated for four different wavelengths that cover the
experimental range. The laser beam parameters used in simulations are the same as those attributed to the middle spectrum in Fig. 2.
One can see that with an increase of the wavelength the
saddle lying between the sidelobes and the second highest
energy peak move towards higher electron momenta, while
the relative height of this peak becomes smaller. The lowerenergy part of the spectrum also undergoes large modifications. Here the number of shoulders embracing the main
peak increases with wavelength. In order to understand these
results, we refer again to the representation of the photodetachment rate by the product of the amplitude and interference terms. Let us consider the electron emission along the
laser polarization axis. In the limit of high kinetic energies
共p2 / 2 Ⰷ 兩E0兩 , U p兲 the differential rate 共6兲 has the form 关8兴

冏 冏 冉 冊冋
dwn
d⍀

=

⌰=0

e 3U p
p2

n

冉

1 + 共− 1兲ᐉ sin

2 3 
+
3 p p

冊册

.
共14兲

dt y n共, ,t兲

冊

I共,t兲
p
+ E0 ,
−
2
42
2

We should emphasize at this point that simulated spectra
shown in Fig. 2 are obtained in the length gauge. Comparison of experiment with predictions in the velocity gauge will
be presented below.

共13兲

where the ␦ function accounts for energy conservation. As
the last step of the routine, the electron distribution is convoluted with the measured response function of the detector
to a single electron event.
Simulated spectra for the three experimental values of the
peak intensity and wavelength of 1400 nm are presented on
the right-hand side of Fig. 2. The figure demonstrates very
good agreement between theory and experiment. One can see
that all features of the nonmonotonic structure of each experimental spectrum are well reproduced in simulations. We
found that the saturation effect plays an essential role when
the peak intensity is 3.2⫻ 1013 W / cm2, while this effect is
negligible for a peak intensity of 7.7⫻ 1012 W / cm2. At the
middle peak intensity value saturation plays a minor role.

Note that only the m = 0 component of the ground state contributes to the emission at  = 0°. The interference term in
square brackets oscillates as a function of 1 / p. Its oscillation
period on the momentum scale is defined by the energy of
the initial state and the laser frequency and is independent of
the laser intensity. For ᐉ = 1, the first maximum of the interference term from the side of high electron momenta—that
is, the one in the spectrum with the highest kinetic energy—
appears at
pm =

冉

冊

2 4兩E0兩
+ 1 .
3 3

共15兲

For instance, at a wavelength of 1400 nm and for the binding
energy 兩E0兩 = 3.401 189 eV of the ground state of F−, the momentum 共15兲 corresponds to a kinetic energy of approximately 5.7 eV. This value is close to the position of the
maximum at 4.5 eV in the experimental data shown in next
section. One should also take into account that the maximum
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decrease of the laser frequency the position of the maximum
moves towards higher momenta. This is in accordance with
the results presented in Fig. 6. The height of the maximum is
defined by the amplitude term in Eq. 共14兲. Since this term
decreases exponentially with p, the maximum becomes
lower while it moves towards higher momenta. From Eq.
共14兲 we also see that the number of oscillations of the interference term in a momentum range between a given finite
value p and infinity increases with the decrease of the frequency. It explains the increase of the number of shoulders
with the wavelength, as shown in Fig. 6. Indeed, a shoulder
共as well as sidelobes兲 can be assigned to a minimum of the
interference term: if at a given momentum the detachment
rate at  = 0° is zero, the emission takes place sideways,
forming such a structure in the spectrum.
We would like to emphasize that the analysis presented in
this section is rigorous only in the limit of high kinetic energies. It works surprisingly well even when the energy is of
the order of 兩E0兩. This differs from the discussion presented
in previous sections, where the intensity dependence of the
interference pattern is reported at relatively lower kinetic energies.

l = 1200 nm

2
1

3

l = 1400 nm

2
1

Signal (arb. units)

F. Experimental test of the choice of gauge

3

In this section we compare our experimental results with
predictions of both the length and velocity gauges. The simulation routine in both gauges is the same as described in Sec.
III D. The differential n-photon detachment rate in the length
gauge is given by Eq. 共6兲. Instead, in the velocity gauge we
use the rate equation given by Reiss in Ref. 关14兴:

l = 1600 nm

2
1

冉

冊
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dwn
p2
p
2 2
=
−
E
0 兩⌽0共p兲兩 Jn
d⍀ 共2兲2 2

3

冉冑

,−

冊

z
,
2

共16兲

where ⌽0共p兲 is the Fourier transform of the initial wave
function, Jn共s , q兲 is the generalized Bessel function, and parameters  and z are introduced in Eq. 共4兲.
It is worth noting that representation of the wave function
by its asymptotic form 共7兲 is, strictly speaking, justified only
in the length gauge, where large distances contribute the
most to the transition matrix element 关6兴. Therefore, for
simulations in the velocity gauge we use a more precise analytical description of the ground state given by the parametrized Hartree-Fock wave function in the form

l = 1800 nm

2
1

ni−1
exp共− ir兲Y ᐉm共r̂兲,
⌿HF
0 共r兲 = 兺 CiNir

共17兲

i

FIG. 6. The wavelength dependence of the photoelectron spectrum at the peak intensity value of 1.7⫻ 1013 W / cm2. The wavelength values are given in the figure. The figure shows results of
simulations.

of the interference term lies on the exponentially decreasing
slope of the amplitude term. Thus, the corresponding maximum of the product of these terms appears at a lower kinetic
energy, which makes the agreement with the experimental
value even better. One can see from Eq. 共15兲 that with a

where the sum involves a finite number of terms and the
numerical parameters Ci, Ni, ni, and i are given in 关30兴. In
order to test the importance of the initial wave function representation, we performed simulations in the velocity gauge
with the use of both the asymptotic and Hartree-Fock wave
functions. The difference in the result is found to be small
and unessential for the discussion below. One can see from
Eq. 共16兲 that the difference is, in fact, defined solely by the
factorized Fourier transform term, which can be calculated
for both wave functions analytically. In the case of F− we
obtain
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FIG. 7. Photoelectron spectra
simulated in the length gauge
共top兲 and in the velocity gauge
共bottom兲 for the peak intensity of
1.7⫻ 1013 W / cm2 and the wavelength of 1400 nm. Kinetic energy
distributions at 0° and 90° are
shown on the right hand side. Notations: solid line, simulated results at 0°; dashed line, simulated
results at 90°; circles, experimental results at 0°; crosses, experimental results at 90°. The ratio of
the yield at 0° and 90° is conserved in plots shown on the righthand side.
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for the Fourier transform of the asymptotic wave function 共7兲
and
4

⌽HF
0 共p兲 = − 32iY 1m共p̂兲 兺 CiNi
i=1

i p
共p + 2i 兲3
2

共19兲

for the Fourier transform of the Hartree-Fock wave function
共17兲, where m = 0 , ± 1. Simple calculations show that the raHF 2
2
tio 兩⌽A
0 兩 / 兩⌽0 兩 represents a monotonic function of p that
smoothly varies between 1 and 0.3 in the range of electron
momenta considered here. As a result, the energetic part of
the electron spectrum is more pronounced in calculations
with the use of the Hartree-Fock wave function. This difference, however, is of minor absolute value and does not explain the discrepancy between experiment and predictions in
the velocity gauge that will be shown below. The calculations presented below in the velocity gauge are carried out
with the use of the Hartree-Fock wave function.
Results of simulations in different gauges are shown in
Fig. 7 for the 1.7⫻ 1013 W / cm2 peak intensity and the
1400 nm wavelength. The calculated data are normalized to
the averaged signal in the vicinity of the maximum in the
experimental spectrum. Simulations in both gauges exhibit
characteristic features attributed to the interference effect. In
particular, the nonmonotonic structure that involves sidelobes embracing the second maximum at higher kinetic energies is present in both spectra. The velocity gauge spectrum possesses maxima at higher momenta and is much
narrower on the angular scale, as compared to the spectrum

simulated in the length gauge. It is evident from Fig. 7 that
the length gauge reproduces experimental results 共shown in
Fig. 2兲 much better than the velocity gauge.
In order to perform a quantitative comparison of theory
and experiment, we plot on the right-hand side of Fig. 7 the
measured and simulated energy distributions of photoelectrons emitted at 0° and 90°. The comparison is given separately for the length gauge 共upper plot兲 and the velocity
gauge 共lower plot兲. It evidently shows that the length gauge
describes experimental data rather well and the velocity
gauge fails. In particular, the main maximum in the experimental data at the kinetic energy of 1 eV is not reproduced in
the velocity gauge. Instead, in this gauge the main maximum
appears at the energy of 3 eV, where the experimental curve
has a local minimum and it has a much broader width. The
second maximum at the energy of 4.5 eV in the data for the
0° emission angle is well reproduced in the length gauge. In
the velocity gauge this maximum has approximately two orders of magnitude lower value and lies below the noise level
of approximately 10−2 共arbitrary units兲 in the experimental
data. Therefore, it is not shown in the lower plot. From the
three-dimensional spectrum on the left-hand side one can
also see that the second maximum in the velocity gauge appears at a much higher electron momentum of approximately
0.9 a.u., corresponding to the kinetic energy value of 10 eV.
Considering electron emission at the angle of 90°, very good
agreement between theory and experiment is found in the
length gauge, while a discrepancy of one order of magnitude
in the electron yield arises in the velocity gauge. We should
note that the ratio of the yield at 0° and 90° is conserved in
plots shown on the right-hand side.
In Fig. 8 we show photoelectron angular distributions at
three kinetic energies. Their values are chosen in the vicinity
of the main peak in the experimental data, in the vicinity of
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above discussion demonstrates a large discrepancy in the
character of the interference structure predicted in different
gauges. This discrepancy should be related to the fact that in
the length gauge the interference term is dependent on the
angular momentum quantum numbers ᐉ and m of the initial
state 关see Eq. 共6兲兴. On the contrary, in the velocity gauge the
interference structure described by the generalized Bessel
function is independent of ᐉ and m. Such a principal difference results in qualitatively different shapes of electron distributions: a minimum predicted in one gauge coincides with
a maximum in another gauge. Our findings support results of
the direct numerical integration of the Schrödinger equation
关22兴, where basically the same qualitative discrepancy is
found in the case of photodetachment of an odd-parity
ground state.
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FIG. 8. Photoelectron angular distribution at three values of the
kinetic energy: circles, experimental data; solid line, prediction in
the length gauge; dashed line, prediction in the velocity gauge. Results are shown for the 1.7⫻ 1013 W / cm2 peak intensity and
1400 nm wavelength.

the saddle, and on the slope of the second highest energy
peak. Note that we keep the same normalization of curves as
in Fig. 7. One can find an excellent agreement between experimental data and predictions in the length gauge. It is also
evident from the figure that predictions in the velocity gauge
reproduce neither the shape nor the relative heights of angular distributions.
Our experimental results unambiguously indicate that the
length gauge should be used in the Keldysh theory. The

In this work the study of electron photodetachment of F−
in a strong linearly polarized laser field is extended to a wide
range of frequencies and peak intensities. We have demonstrated how the nonmonotonic structure observed in photoelectron spectra emerges from the interference term in Eq.
共6兲. Both the laser frequency and the field strength determine
the interference character at lower electron momenta, while
in the limit of high momenta and at small emission angles
the interference effect becomes independent of the field
strength.
The excellent agreement between our measurements and
predictions of the Keldysh-like theory by Gribakin and
Kuchiev over a wide range of experimental parameters asserts the validity of the strong-field approximation. We have
also clearly demonstrated that the length gauge should be
used in the description of the electron interaction with the
external electromagnetic field. The difference between predictions in the length and velocity gauges lies in the different
character of the interference pattern. Maxima of the measured photoelectron distributions arising from constructive
interference, as is described in the length gauge, coincide
with minima of the velocity gauge predictions. This is related
to the fact that the symmetry properties of the ground-state
wave function, which determine the interference pattern in
the length gauge, do not affect the nonmonotonic character
of spectra predicted in the velocity gauge.
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